Network modeling is a key enabler to achieve efficient network operation in future self-driving Software-Defined Networks. However, we still lack functional network models able to produce accurate predictions of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) such as delay, jitter or loss at limited cost. In this paper we propose RouteNet, a novel network model based on Graph Neural Network (GNN) that is able to understand the complex relationship between topology, routing and input traffic to produce accurate estimates of the per-source/destination perpacket delay distribution and loss. RouteNet leverages the ability of GNNs to learn and model graph-structured information and as a result, our model is able to generalize over arbitrary topologies, routing schemes and traffic intensity. In our evaluation, we show that RouteNet is able to predict accurately the delay distribution (mean delay and jitter) and loss even in topologies, routing and traffic unseen in the training (worst case R 2 = 0.878). Also, we present several use-cases where we leverage the KPI predictions of our GNN model to achieve efficient routing optimization and network planning.
achieved by combining two main elements: (i) a network model, and (ii) an optimization algorithm. In this well-known optimization architecture, the network model is tasked to predict the resulting performance (e.g, delay, packet loss) for specific configurations, and the optimization algorithm iteratively explores different configurations until it finds one that meets the optimization goals.
One fundamental issue of network optimization solutions is that they can only optimize based on the performance metrics provided by the network model. Thus, in order to optimize Key Performance Indicators (KPI) such as delay or packet loss in networks, it is essential a network model able to understand how these performance indicators are related to the network state metrics collected from the data plane, which often can provide only timely statistics of traffic volume (e.g., traffic matrix) in real-world deployments. In this context, much effort has been devoted in the past to build network models able to predict performance metrics, however nowadays we still lack functional models providing accurate predictions of relevant KPI like delay, jitter or packet loss. Analytic models, mainly based on Queuing Theory [3] , assume some non-realistic properties of networks (e.g., traffic with Poisson distribution, probabilistic routing) and, as a result, they are not accurate to produce KPI predictions in large-scale networks with realistic configurations such as multi-hop routing [4] . Conversely, packet-level network simulators showed to be very accurate for this purpose, but their high computational cost makes it unfeasible to leverage them to operate networks in short time scales.
In this context, Deep Learning [5] seems to be a wellsuited alternative to develop a new breed of network models that can be both accurate and lightweight. Relevant research efforts are being devoted to apply neural networks to model computer networks [6] and using such models for network optimization [7] , [8] , [4] . Existing proposals [9] , [10] typically used well-known Neural Networks (NN) architectures like fully-connected Neural Networks, Convolutional Neural Networks, Recurrent Neural Networks or Variational Auto-Encoders. However, computer networks are fundamentally represented as graphs, and such types of NN are not designed to learn graph-structured information. As a result, the models trained result in limited accuracy and are unable to generalize in terms of topologies or routing configurations.
In this paper we present RouteNet*, a novel network model based on Graph Neural Networks (GNN) [11] . Our model is able to understand the complex relationship between topology, routing and input traffic to accurately estimate the distribution of the per-packet delay and loss ratio on every source-destination pair. GNNs are tailored to achieve relational reasoning and combinatorial generalization over information structured as graphs [12] and as a result our model is able to generalize over arbitrary topologies, routing schemes and variable traffic intensity. In particular, RouteNet captures meaningfully traffic routing over network topologies. This is achieved by modeling the relationships of the links in topologies with the source-destination paths resulting from the routing schemes and the traffic flowing through them. In the earlier version of RouteNet [1] , two different models were used to predict the mean delay and jitter per path. However, in this paper we present an extended RouteNet model inspired by Generalized Linear Models that directly estimates the perpacket distribution of the delay. This enables to use a unique model to predict any metric associated to end-to-end perpacket delay (e.g., mean delay, jitter). Additionally, in this paper we adapted RouteNet to make also predictions of the per-source/destination packet loss ratio.
We evaluated the accuracy of our GNN model with a dataset generated using a packet-level simulator (Omnet++ [13] ), and this resulted in high estimation accuracy of delay, jitter and loss when testing against topologies, routing and traffic not seen during training. More importantly, we verify that our model is able to generalize and for instance, when training the model with samples of 14-node, 24-node and 50-node topologies the model is able to provide accurate estimates in a never seen 17-node network (R 2 =0.878 in the worst case).
Finally, and in order to showcase the potential of our GNN model we present a series of use cases applicable to a SDN architecture. In contrast to the use cases presented in [1] , in this paper we include network scenarios that leverage also the new RouteNet model that predicts the packet loss to perform a joint optimization of mean delay, jitter and loss. We first show that RouteNet can be used to optimize the routing configuration in QoS-aware scenarios with delay, jitter and loss requirements, and benchmark it against traditional utilization-aware models (e.g., OSPF) and the optimal solution using a packet-level simulator. Also, we leverage the predictions of RouteNet in a network planning use case to select the optimal link placement.
II. SDN-BASED MODELING AND OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO
Network modeling enables the control plane to further exploit the potential of SDN to perform fine-grained management. This permits to evaluate the resulting performance of what-if scenarios without the necessity to modify the state of the data plane. It may be profitable for a number of network management applications such as optimization, planning or fast failure recovery. For instance, in Fig. 1 we show an architecture for network optimization within the context of the knowledge-Defined Networking (KDN) paradigm [2] . In this case, we assume that the control plane receives timely updates of the network state (e.g., traffic matrix, delay measurements). This can be achieved by means of "conventional" SDNbased measurement techniques (e.g., OpenFlow [14] , OpenSketch [15] ) or more novel telemetry proposals such as INT for P4 [16] or iOAM [17] . Likewise, in the knowledge plane there is an optimizer whose behavior is defined by a given Fig. 1 . Architecture for network optimization in SDN target policy. This policy, in line with intent-based networking, may be defined by a declarative language such as NEMO [18] and finally being translated to a (multi-objective) network optimization problem. In this point, an accurate network model can play a crucial role in the optimization process by leveraging it to run optimization algorithms (e.g., hill-climbing) that iteratively explore the performance of candidate solutions in order to find the optimal configuration. We intentionally leave out of the scope of this architecture the training phase.
To be successful in scenarios like the one proposed above, the network model should meet two main requirements: (i) accurate performance prediction, and (ii) low computational cost to enable network operation in short time scales. Moreover, it is essential for optimizers to have enough flexibility to predict the resulting performance after changing the network configuration, vary the input traffic or modify the topology (e.g., link failure). To this end, we rely on the capability of Graph Neural Networks (GNN) to efficiently operate and generalize over graph-structured data. RouteNet, the GNN-based model proposed in this paper, is able to propagate any routing scheme throughout a network topology and abstract meaningful information of the current network state to produce relevant performance metrics. More in detail, RouteNet ( Fig. 1 ) takes as input (i) a given topology, (ii) a source-destination routing scheme (i.e., list of end-to-end paths) and (iii) a traffic matrix (defined as the bandwidth between each node pair in the network), and produces performance metrics according to the current network state (per-path mean delays, jitter and packet loss). To achieve it, RouteNet uses fixed-dimension vectors that encode information about the state of paths and links and propagate the information among them according to the input topology and routing scheme.
III. NETWORK MODELING WITH GNN

A. Notation
A computer network can be represented by a set of links N = {l i }, i ∈ (0, 1, . . . , n l ), and the routing scheme in the network by a set of paths R = {p k } k ∈ (0, 1, . . . , n p ). Each path is defined as a sequence of links p k = (l k(0) , . . . , l k(|p k |) ), where k(i) is the index of the i-th link in the path k. The properties (features) of both links and paths are denoted by x li and x pi . Measurable KPIs are modeled as random variables W i and L i , where the former is the end-to-end delay and the later is the total number of packet drops during a Period of time for every source-destination pair in the network.
B. Message Passing on Paths
RouteNet proposed in the paper [1] , is a neural network architecture based on message-passing neural networks (MPNN) [19] , which were already successfully applied to a quantum chemistry problem. RouteNet handles variable-size input network topologies and arbitrary source-destination routing schemes and produces as output end-to-end performance predictions. The main assumption behind RouteNet is that information at the path-level (e.g. end-to-end metrics such as delays or packet loss) and the link-level (e.g. link delay, packet loss rate, link utilization) can be encoded in learnable vectors of real numbers (path and link state vectors respectively). Based on this assumption, RouteNet is built upon the following principles:
1) The state of a path depends on the state of all the links that the path traverses.
2) The state of a link depends on the state of all the paths that traverse the link. In a more formal description, let the state of a link be denoted by h li , which is an unknown hidden vector. Similarly, the state of a path is defined by h pi . These principles can be mathematically formulated with the following expressions:
where f and g are some unknown functions. It is wellknown that neural networks can work as universal function approximators. However, a direct approximation of functions f and g is not possible in this case given that: (i) Equations (1) and (2) define an implicit function (a nonlinear system of equations with the states being hidden variables), (ii) these functions depend on the input routing scheme, and (iii) the dimensionality of each function is very large. This would require a vast set of training samples. RouteNet architecture is one of many possible structures for f and g. It is invariant for the topology and routing scheme and makes the neural function approximation feasible. Algorithm 1 describes the forward propagation (and the internal architecture) of the Graph Neural Network. In this process, RouteNet receives as input the initial path and link features x p , x l and the routing description R, and outputs inferred per-path metrics (ŷ p ). Note that we simplified the notation by dropping sub-indexes of paths and links.
RouteNet's architecture enables dealing with the circular dependencies described in equations (1) and (2), and supporting arbitrary routing schemes (which are inherently represented within the architecture). In order to address the circular dependencies, RouteNet repeats the same message passing operations over the links' and paths' state vectors T times (loop from line 3). These steps represent the convergence process to the fixed point of a function from the initial states h 0 p and h 0 l . Regarding the issue of routing invariance (more generically known as topology invariance in the context of graph-related problems). This requires the use of a structure able to represent graphs of different topologies and sizes. In our case, we aim at representing different routing schemes in a uniform way. One
state-of-the-art solution for this problem [20] proposes using neural message passing architectures that combine both: a representation of the topology as a graph, and vectors to encode the link states. In this context, RouteNet can be interpreted as an extension of a vanilla message passing neural network that is specifically suited to represent the dependencies among links and paths given a routing scheme (Equations (1) and (2)). In Algorithm 1, the loop from line 5 and the line 12 represent the message-passing operations that exchange mutually the information encoded (hidden states) among links and paths. Likewise, lines 7 and 12 are update functions that encode the new collected information into the hidden states. The update of paths' states (line 7) is a simple assignment, while the update of links (line 12) is a trainable neural network. In general, the path update could be also a trainable neural network.
This architecture provides flexibility to represent any source-destination routing scheme. This is achieved by the direct mapping of R (i.e., the set of end-to-end paths) to specific message passing operations among link and path entities that define the architecture of RouteNet. Thus, each path collects messages from all the links included in it (loop from line 5) and, similarly, each link receives messages from all the paths containing it (line 12). Given that the order of paths traversing the same link does not matter, we used a simple summation for the path-level message aggregation. However, in the case of links, the presence of packet losses may imply sequential dependence in the links that form every path. Consequently, we use a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for the linklevel message aggregation. Note that RNNs are well suited to capture dependence in sequences of variable size (e.g., text processing). This allows us to model sequential dependence in links and propagate this information through all the paths.
Moreover, the use of these message aggregation functions (RNN and summation) enables to significantly limit the dimensionality of the problem. The purpose of these functions is to collect an arbitrary number of messages received in every (link or path) entity, and compress this information into fixeddimension arrays (i.e., hidden states). Note that the size of the hidden states of links and paths are configurable hyperparameters. In the end, all the hidden states in RouteNet represent an explicit function containing information of the link and path states. This enables to leverage them to infer various features at the same time. Given a set of hidden states h T p and h T l , it is possible to connect readout neural networks to estimate some path and/or link-level metrics. This can be typically achieved by using ordinary fully-connected networks with some layers and proper activation functions. In Algorithm 1, the function F p (line 15) represents a readout function that predicts some path-level features (ŷ p ) using as input the path hidden states h p . Similarly, it would be possible to infer some global properties and link-level features (ŷ l ) using also the information in the link hidden states h l .
C. Delay, Jitter and Drops models
Delay and jitter models are the first published applications of RouteNet showing the capability of this neural architecture to model various network performance metrics. In [1] these were modeled independently using two neural network models trained to minimize the mean squared error. Although this approach gives accurate results, it doubles the training time and model parametrization. Also, it hides the fact that average delay and jitter are two statistics of the same random process -the per-packet delay. In this paper, we propose a generalized probabilistic delay model that can be extended to account for packet drops.
Formally the per-path (i-th path) delay and jitter are defined as EW i and D 2 W i respectively. From the simulation, we obtain sample meanw i and variance s 2 (w i ) being their estimates. Instead of modelingw i and s 2 (w i ) independently, let us approximate the whole distribution of W i (marginal distribution given the input features) by a probability distribution parameterized by our RouteNet neural network outputŷ i being a two-dimensional vector representing delay and jitter. Direct generalization of previous models is:
Such a model can be trained by maximizing the log-likelihood function of the normal distribution (loss function is its negative):
where n i is the total number of received packets. Note that this loss function is just a scaled squared delay error plus additional terms representing jitter error and it is used in heteroscedastic regression. Such a simple form of the loss function (negative log likelihood) is possible because the sample mean and variance are the sufficient statistics of the normal distribution and mean-field approximation is used. The per-packet and perpath delays are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables and the dependence between paths comes from the expected values only. In the case of using different distributions to model the delay (e.g., Gamma distribution), we would need to collect different statistics in the training dataset (e.g. log(w i ) for the Gamma distribution) -namely the sufficient statistics of the chosen distribution. Note that this approach is not limited to the delay only. The model can be tuned to different performance characteristics by changing the distribution, exponential family distributions are perfect tools for this. In particular, choosing a discrete distribution like Binomial (Poisson is another option) allows us to model per-path packet loss:
where p i is the packet loss ratio on path i (i.e., l i /(n i + l i ).
The log-likelihood function in this case is given by:
where l i is the observed number of losses, which is a sufficient statistic for the Binomial distribution. Such a loss function is also common in binary classification problems. Apart from the introduction of generalized probabilistic modeling to RouteNet, we did not make any other substantial modification with respect to the original implementation in [1] . The most relevant design choices are: 1) The size of the hidden states for both paths (h p ) and links (h l ).
2) The number of message passing iterations (T ).
3) The neural network architectures for RN N , U , and F p. In our particular case, we continue to use Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [21] . for both U and RN N . The readout function (F p) is a fully-connected neural network with two layers and uses selu activation functions in order to achieve desirable scaling properties [22] . Compared to the architecture in [1] , we added a residual connection from h p to the last hidden layer of the readout function to provide a direct path for the gradient.
In the readout function, the hidden layers are interleaved with two dropout layers. The dropout layers play two important roles in the model. During training, they help to avoid overfitting, and during the inference, they can be used for Bayesian posterior approximation [23] , [1] .
IV. EVALUATION OF THE ACCURACY OF THE GNN MODEL
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of RouteNet (Sec. III) to estimate the per-source/destination mean delay/jitter and the number of packet drops in a wide variety of network topologies, routing schemes and traffic intensities.
A. Simulation setup
We built a ground truth for our GNN model with a custombuilt packet-level simulator with queues using OMNeT++ (version 4.6) [13] . Each simulation, we compute the mean end-to-end delay and jitter, and the packets dropped for every S-D pair along 16k time units. We model the traffic exchanged by every S-D pair with the following traffic matrix (T M):
Where U(0.1, 1) is a uniform distribution in the range [0.1, 1], TI represents a tunable parameter of the overall traffic intensity in the simulation and N is the number of nodes in the network topology. We made simulations in 4 different topologies with variable link capacity and traffic intensity.
B. Training and Evaluation
Both models are implemented in TensorFlow. The source code and all the training/evaluation datasets used in this paper are publicly available at [24] . The current implementation is heavily optimized in terms of performance. The training speed was improved by a factor of 10x compared to the first version reported in [1] . This allowed us to train the model on a considerably larger dataset consisting of samples from NSF [25] , Geant2 [26] and Germany50 [27] networks.
In total all models (delay and jitter and drops) were trained on a collection of 260,000 samples. Despite this dataset contains only the samples from three typologies, it includes over 200 different routing schemes and a wide variety of traffic matrices with different traffic intensity. For testing (during training), we use 112,000 samples.
In our experiments, we select a size of 32 for both the path's hidden states (h p ) and the link's hidden states (h l ). The initial path features (x p ) are defined by the bandwidth that each source-destination path carries (extracted from the traffic matrix T M) while the initial link features (x l ) are the link capacities. Note that, for larger networks, it might be necessary to use larger sizes for the hidden states. Moreover, every forward propagation we execute T =8 iterations. The dropout rate is equal to 0.5. This means that each training step we randomly deactivate half of neurons in the readout neural network. This also allows us to make a probabilistic sampling of results and infer the confidence of the estimates.
During the training we minimized the loss function of each model (negative log likelihood of the target distribution) between the predictions of RouteNet and the ground truth plus the L2 regularization loss (weight decay 0.1). The loss was summed over all source/destination pairs. We introduce a minibatch of samples by using a single disconnected graph composed by the individual connected graphs in the batch. The total loss function is minimized using an Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.001.
We executed the training over 260,000 batches of 16 samples randomly selected from the training set. In our testbed with a GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080, this took around 20 hours (≈70 samples per second). Table I shows a summary of the delay, jitter and loss experiments we made in 4 different network topologies. We report two statistics: (i) the Pearson correlation ρ and (ii) the percentage of variance explained by the model (R 2 ). For the NSF, Geant2 and Germany50 networks, we evaluate the accuracy over the same 112,000 samples used for testing during the training process. Additionally, we tested the accuracy over a dataset with samples simulated in the 17-node GBN topology [28] with 87,000 samples. Note that the GBN network Statistics like ρ or R 2 provide a good picture of the general accuracy of the model. However, there are more elaborated methods that offer a more detailed description of the model behavior. Hence, we focus on the distribution of residuals (i.e., the error of the model). Particularly, we present a CDF of the relative error (Fig. 2 ) over all the evaluation samples. This allows us to provide a comprehensive view of the whole evaluation in a single plot. In these results, we can observe that the prediction error in general is considerably low. Moreover, we see that the drops model is more biased compared to the delay model. Note that the plot contains only the cases where we observed one or more packets dropped, otherwise we would face division by zero when computing the relative error. However, in our simulation datasets there are many cases with zero drops, and these cases are also accurately predicted by the RouteNet model. This explains why the CDF of the relative error looks worse in the case of losses, while the related ρ and R 2 statistics are quite high. In the (numerous) cases, where packet loss are zero, the model accurately predicts very small packet loss probability (maximum likelihood estimate is exactly 0).
The generalization to unknown routings and traffic matrices in known topologies (NSF, Geant2 and Germany50) is almost perfect. The model is also equally accurate for the unknown topology (GBN). This reveals the possibility to deploy RouteNet models in different network scenarios where they were trained. Also, there is the possibility to fine-tune only the readout part with samples of the new networks and reuse the computationally intense message-passing part.
C. Generalization Capabilities
This section discusses the generalization capabilities and limitations of RouteNet. As in all ML-based solutions, RouteNet is expected to provide more accurate inference as the distribution of the input data is closer to the distribution of training samples. In our case, it involves topologies with similar number of nodes and distribution of connectivity, routing schemes with similar patterns (e.g., variations of shortest path) and similar ranges of traffic intensities. We experimentally observe the capability of RouteNet to generalize topologies of variable size (from 14 to 50 nodes) while still providing accurate estimates. In order to expand the generalization capabilities of RouteNet, an extended training set must be used including a wider range of distributions of the input elements.
RouteNet's architecture is built to estimate path-level metrics using information from the output path-level hidden states. However, it is relatively easy to change the architecture and use information encoded in the link-level hidden states to produce link-related metrics inference (e.g., congestion probability on links).
V. USE-CASES
This section shows two different use-cases where we leverage the predictions of RouteNet (Sec. III) to address relevant network optimization tasks from the control plane. In these use-cases we use the delay, jitter and drops models of RouteNet to evaluate the resulting performance after applying some modifications in the network configuration and topology. Particularly, we limit the optimization problem to evaluate a set of candidate configurations (e.g., routing schemes) and select the one that results in better performance according to a given target policy. We compare the performance achieved by our optimizer based on RouteNet to the results obtained by classic optimizers based on link utilization, the widely deployed Shortest Path routing policy and the optimal solution using an accurate packet-level simulator.
In this context, state-of-the-art models predicting key performance indicators such as delay, jitter or drops are not suited to perform online network optimization at large scale, since they often result into inaccurate estimation (e.g., analytic models) and/or prohibitive processing cost (e.g., packet-level simulators). All the evaluation in this section is carried out in network scenarios of the NSF network topology [25] and for the RouteNet-based optimizer we use the delay and drops models trained on the NSF, Geant2 and Germany50 datasets (Sec. IV-B).
A. Delay, jitter and loss-aware Routing Optimization
This use-case represents a QoS-aware routing optimization scenario where the target policy is to make a joint optimization of multiple Key Performance Indicators (KPI). Particularly, we leverage the KPI predictions of RouteNet to minimize the persource/destination mean delay and guarantee at the same time that jitter and packet loss are below certain thresholds.
We define the following optimization objectives in decreasing order of priority:
1) Maintain the mean packet loss rate below 0.1%. i.e., mean(L i/n i ) < 10 −3 2) Maintain the mean per-source/destination jitter below 20% of the mean delay [i.e., mean(jitter/delay) < 0.2] 3) Minimize the mean per-source/destination delay in the network
We implemented an optimizer that evaluates with RouteNet the resulting performance (delay, jitter and loss) after applying 450 different routing schemes and selects the configuration that better fulfills the optimization objectives. In particular, this optimizer selects the routing scheme that results in lower persource/destination mean delay among those configurations that fulfill the loss and jitter constraints (1 and 2). In the case that no routing scheme satisfies the packet loss restriction (1), the optimizer selects the routing that minimizes the mean packet loss regardless of the other metrics. Likewise, if there is no routing that satisfies the jitter restriction (2), then the optimizer selects the routing scheme with lower mean delay among those that still satisfy the loss constraint (1) .
We compare the results obtained by our RouteNet-based optimizer with two traditional routing approaches: (i) Shortest Path routing (hereafter SP) and (ii) a more elaborated routing optimizer whose objective is to minimize the bandwidth utilization on links. This latter strategy represents an upperbound of the results that could be obtained by traditional routing optimizers based on links' utilization. Particularly, this optimizer selects the routing scheme that results in a more balanced utilization (i.e., less variance) over all the links in the network. Moreover, we compute the optimal solution with an optimizer that relies on the accurate predictions produced by our packet-level simulator (Sec. IV-A).
We evaluated the performance achieved by all the different routing strategies in scenarios with variable traffic intensity (from low to high load). To this end, we consider 6 different traffic intensity levels and for every traffic intensity we evaluate 100 different traffic matrices and find the optimal routing scheme over the candidate routing solutions. For a fair comparison, all the optimizers consider only the same set with 450 different routing schemes randomly generated. Likewise, for the SP routing, we compute 450 variants of the shortest path applying the Dijkstra algorithm with equal weight on all the links. Thus, in our evaluation results we consider the average performance achieved over all these different SP routing schemes.
Figs. 3a, 3b and 3c summarize respectively the resulting average per-source/destination mean delay, the average packet loss and the average jitter/delay ratios obtained by the different optimizers with respect to the traffic intensity (x-axis). Note that each boxplot represents the results over 100 scenarios with different input traffic matrices of the same traffic intensity (TI). To this end, we randomly generated 100 traffic matrices (T M) for each TI (from 11 to 16) according to Equation (7) . For each optimization strategy, we provide the resulting performance metrics computed by our packet-level simulator after applying the routing configuration selected in each case. For the packet loss (Fig. 3b) , since we use a logarithm scale in the yaxis and there are some cases without any loss (lower traffic intensities), we defined a lower limit to avoid minus infinity values (packet loss = 10 −7 ∀ packet loss ≤ 10 −7 ).
Looking into Figs. 3b and 3c , the most remarkable result is that our optimizer based on RouteNet's predictions was able to maintain the loss and jitter constraints even in scenarios with high traffic load (TI=15). Only in some cases with the highest traffic intensity (TI=16) it did not found any routing scheme meeting the loss requirement. In contrast, the traditional SP policy and the utilization-based optimizer did not fulfill the requirements of loss and jitter from TI=13 (medium load). Moreover, in Fig. 3a we observe that the RouteNet-based optimizer clearly outperforms these other optimizers also in terms of average per-source/destination delay. Particularly, as the network scenarios become more challenging (i.e., higher traffic intensity) the performance difference is more noticeable.
Note that in the cases where the loss requirement could not be fulfilled, the RouteNet-based optimizer selected the routing scheme that resulted in less packet loss regardless of the mean delay and jitter predictions. However, in these cases the configuration with lower loss resulted also in lower average delay and jitter compared to traditional routing techniques. Additionally, we evaluated the performance achieved by an optimizer that uses directly the delay, jitter and loss metrics produced by our packet-level network simulator (labeled as "optimal" in Figs. 3a, 3b and 3c). As we can observe, the resulting performance using the accurate predictions of RoutNet is practically the same than when we use the metrics of the network simulator. This illustrates the potential of RouteNet to be used for network optimization offering similar performance than computationally expensive optimizers based on packetlevel network simulation.
B. Budget-constrained network upgrade
This use-case addresses a well-known optimization problem in networking, how to optimally upgrade the network by adding new links in the topology.
For this use-case, we selected 8 different network scenarios from the previous use-case where the RouteNet-based optimizer could not meet the loss requirement (0.1%) given the high traffic load. In particular, we selected 8 scenarios with traffic matrices (TM) of the highest load (TI=16). At the end, the RouteNet-based optimizer selects the optimal link placement (only 1 link of the minimum link capacity considered in the topology) in combination with the routing scheme that resulted in lower per-source/destination mean delay. In this use-case we consider 450 different routing schemes randomly generated for each new possible link placement. Table II shows the optimal new placement in the NSF network topology under these 8 TMs with high traffic intensity (TI=16). For each TM, we also show the average delay, the jitter/delay ratio and the loss before and after adding the optimal link and routing configuration. All these results show the performance metrics computed by our packet-level simulator by evaluating the original scenarios and the new scenarios with the optimal link placement and routing scheme selected by the RouteNet-based optimizer. Here, we can observe that we can achieve an important reduction on the mean delay (≈23% on average) by properly choosing the placement of the new link. Note that the optimization target is only based on minimizing the mean delay. However, we also leverage RouteNet to predict what would be the resulting performance of jitter and loss and, as we expected, there is also an important reduction on these metrics. We can observe that the jitter is reduced ≈34% on average and the packet loss is on the order of 10 −4 in the worst case, while in all the original scenarios it was above the requirement of 10 −3 defined in the first use-case.
VI. RELATED WORK
Network modeling with deep neural networks is a recent topic proposed in the literature [6] , [2] with few pioneering attempts. The closest works to our contribution are first Deep-Q [9] , where the authors infer the QoS of a network using the traffic matrix as an input using Deep Generative Models. And second [10] , where a fully-connected feedforward neural network is used to model the mean delay of a set of networks using as input the traffic matrix. The main goal of the authors is to understand how fundamental network characteristics (such as traffic intensity) relate with basic neural network parameters (depth of the neural network). RouteNet is also able to produce accurate estimates of performance metrics -delay, jitter and loss-, but it does not assume a fixed topology and/or routing, rather it is able to produce such estimates with arbitrary topologies and routing schemes not seen during training. This enables RouteNet to be used for network operation, optimization and what-if scenarios.
Finally, an early attempt to use Graph Neural Networks for computer networks can be found in [29] . In this case the authors use a GNN to learn shortest-path routing and maxmin routing using supervised learning. While this approach is able to generalize to different topologies it cannot generalize to different routing schemes beyond the ones for which has been specifically trained. In addition the focus of the paper is not to estimate the performance of such routing schemes. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Software-Defined Networks offer an unprecedented degree of flexibility in network management that, combined with timely network measurements collected from the data plane, open the possibility to achieve efficient online network optimization.
However, existing network modeling techniques based on analytic models (e.g., Queuing theory) cannot handle this huge complexity. As a result, current optimization approaches are limited to improve a global performance metric, such as network utilization.
In this context, Deep Learning (DL) is a promising solution to handle such complexity and to exploit the full potential of the SDN paradigm. However, earlier attempts to apply DL to networking problems resulted in tailor-made solutions that failed to generalize to other network scenarios.
In this paper, we presented RouteNet, a custom architecture based on Graph Neural Network (GNN) specifically designed for computer network modeling. RouteNet uses a novel message-passing function that allows the GNN to capture the complex relationships between the state of paths and links resulting from network topologies and routing configurations in order to model the resulting network performance.
We designed and implemented an extended RouteNet model based on Generalized Linear Models that predicts the distribution of the per-source/destination per-packet delay and loss in networks. From these output distributions we evaluate the accuracy of the mean per-packet delay, the jitter and the mean packet loss predicted. Our evaluation results show that RouteNet is able to generalize to other network topologies, routing configurations and traffic matrices not seen in the training.
Also, the modular architecture of RouteNet simplifies transfer learning, which consists of reusing neural models trained for a particular task and retrain them to address other problems in similar domains. In the context of RouteNet this was proposed in [1] , where the jitter model was bootstrapped from an early stage of the delay model.
Lastly, we presented some use-cases where we use the performance predictions of RouteNet for different network optimization purposes. In particular, we perform QoS-aware routing optimization based on delay, jitter and packet loss requirements and also use RouteNet to find the optimal link placement in a network planning scenario.
